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~gtA var'±ation of the impedane masrMent Inahod ao ca,,)-
Plied to inasuring complex mmpweti#W periability of forrites in
the metez".avs tani is discussed. It has been pr~oposed to us
ferrite specimenmi of toroid ahape inserted into a ioaia tw'e-
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general transmission line theory:

tg 61. -

The method requires that the real and the imaginary parts of the
line impedance be known in order to use the following formulas for
determining P" and W'e

Xin,

where Ze is the impedantce of the coaxial line in the absenze of a
specimen, A. = 2%, and d, the thickness of a ferrite specimen.
The terms Xin and lin can be determined experimentally according
to pr6edures described in the article. Impedance measurements
are performed by means of a separate Lf-i impedance meter with
a 250-me range and measmring errors of 0.5-1%. Attenhtion is called
to the necessity of providing a tight contact between the specimen
and the waveguide walls.

COMMENT:
The development of ferrites with desired characteristics

requires finding a convenient method for measuring their complex
permea'-414ties. The many methods known for this purpose are vari-,.
ations of the claswicai metlid 'u Ly J. B. _r .'_ 1'hysical
Society, London. Proceedings, 60, part 3, 282-292 (1948)].

However, all known methods are not directly applicable
to measuring *lossy" ferrites, i.e., those of finite thickness
producing losses of electromagnetic energy of the order of tens
of db/cm at higher frequencies. The development of a method for
reliable measurement of the parameters of lossy ferrites would
be of a great practical importance, particularly for research
concerned with obtaining ferrites of the desired absorption char-
acteristics. However, there are still great difficulties in this
respect due to the inapplicability of Birks' classical formulas
to the case of lossy ferrites.

It is interesting to note that Soviet scientists ap-
n2 I toly a.rI not yet in possession of techniques permittinZ the
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measurement of complex ferrite parameters without 
reaervationB

in respect to the required limitation of their thickness. An

assumption introduced into their mathemLtical 
transformations --

tan hYgd - Ygd and tan hyod - yed,

where Yg and Y. are propagation constants-- can be applied with a

sufficient degtee of accuracy only when ferrite 
thicknoms d is

small.
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